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ABSTRACT

We analyze GONG and MDI observations obtained during Carrington rota-

tion 1988 (2002/3/30 - 2002/4/26) with a ring-diagram tehnique in order to

measure the zonal and meridional ow omponents in the upper solar onvetion

zone. We derive daily ow maps over a range of depths up to 16 Mm on a spa-

tial grid of 7.5

o

in latitude and longitude overing �60

o

in latitude and entral

meridian distane and ombine them to make synopti ow maps. We start ex-

ploring the dynamis of the near surfae layers and the interation between ows

and magneti ux by deriving uid dynamis desriptors suh as divergene and

vortiity from these ow maps. Using these desriptors, we derive the vertial

veloity omponent and the kineti heliity. For this partiular Carrington ro-

tation, we �nd that the vertial veloity omponent is antiorrelated with the

unsigned magneti ux. Strong downows are more likely assoiated with loa-

tions of strong magneti ativity. The vertial vortiity is positive in the northern

and negative in the southern hemisphere. The presene of magneti ativity leads

to an exess vortiity of the same sign as the one introdued by rotation. The

vertial gradient of the zonal ow is mainly negative exept within 2 Mm of the
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surfae at latitudes poleward of about 20

o

. The zonal-ow gradient appears to

be related to the unsigned magneti ux in the sense that loations of strong a-

tivity are also loations of large negative gradients. The vertial gradient of the

absolute value of the meridional ow is mainly negative at depths greater than

about 7 Mm and mainly positive loser to the surfae. GONG and MDI data

show the same results. Di�erenes our mainly at high latitudes espeially in

the northern hemisphere where MDI data show a ounter ell in the meridional

ow that is not present in the orresponding GONG data.

Subjet headings: Sun: ativity | Sun: helioseismology | Sun: magneti �elds

| Sun: osillations

1. INTRODUCTION

We study horizontal ows in the outer two perent of the Sun near the solar surfae

derived from GONG and MDI Doppler images using a ring-diagram analysis. The ring-

diagram tehnique has been used with great suess by Haber et al. (2000, 2002) to analyze

MDI Dynamis-run data. They found that large-sale solar ows suh as zonal and merid-

ional ows are more omplex in the presene of strong magneti ativity than during times of

low ativity. The most important results to ome out of that analysis to date are the disov-

ery and haraterization of ow onentrations around ative regions, and the struture of

the near-surfae global meridional irulation pattern, inluding a very surprising turnover

at depths below about 7 Mm (ounter ell) in the northern hemisphere only during the peak

years of the solar ativity yle.

We start exploring the dynamis of the near surfae layers of the onvetion zone by

deriving uid dynamis desriptors suh as divergene (div v) and vortiity (url v) from

the measured horizontal ows. These desriptors allow us to estimate other quantities suh

as, for example, the vertial veloity omponent and the mean kineti heliity. The kineti

heliity together with the magneti heliity play an important role in solar dynamo models

(Steenbek & Krause 1966; Krause 1967; Dikpati & Gilman 2001; Kleeorin & Rogahevskii

2003). In addition, we derive the vertial gradients of the zonal ow (rotation) and the

meridional ow, whih is not only of interest for the understanding of the dynamis of

the near surfae layers but might also provide evidene for the existene of a near-surfae
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dynamo. In this study, we fous on the relationship between these uid dynamis desriptors

and the magneti ux to begin exploring more quantitatively the relation between dynamis

and magneti ativity.

We show results from GONG and MDI observations overing Carrington rotation 1988

(2002/3/30 - 2002/4/26) analyzed with the GONG ring-diagram analysis pipeline (Corbard

et al. 2003). The ring diagram tehnique uses 3-dimensional power spetra from small

pathes of the solar disk to follow zonal and meridional ows below the surfae and monitor

loal near-surfae hanges in high-degree modes. Suh analysis (Hill 1988) has previously

been extensively used on the `Dynamis' (full-�eld, 1024 � 1024 pixel) data from the MDI

instrument aboard SOHO (Haber et al. 2000, 2002, for example). Upgraded ameras now

allow similar data to be taken year-round from the six stations of the GONG network. Howe

et al. (2003) shows results of an analysis of mode width and amplitudes obtained from suh

GONG data in addition to MDI data, while we fous in this study on the derived horizontal

ows.

2. Data and Method

We analyze observations obtained during Carrington Rotation 1988 (Marh 30 { April

26, 2002), for whih we have full-dis Doppler data from both the MDI instrument on SOHO

and the GONG network. This data set was seleted for the purposes of a detailed interom-

parison of results obtained through multiple paths, from observation through eah of the

analysis steps. Suh omparisons an provide a ertain degree of validation of the implemen-

tations of the analysis proedures, hints of systemati errors, and better haraterization of

the observations, possibly leading to improved alibrations

3

. Bogart et al. (2003) disuss

initial results of the on-going omparison with regard to the ring-diagram tehnique; a more

detailed omparison is in preparation. In this study, we analyze both data sets with the

GONG pipeline and ompare the results to hek their onsisteny and thus their reliability.

We determine the horizontal omponents of solar subsurfae ows with a ring-diagram

analysis. The underlying feature is that a loal veloity �eld hanges the frequenies of

aousti waves through the advetion of the wave pattern (Gough & Toomre 1983). This

shift an be measured by obtaining a time series of a loalized area on the solar surfae

and then alulating a 3-dimensional power spetrum from this image ube as a funtion of

temporal frequeny, !, and spatial frequenies, k

x

and k

y

(Hill 1988). A 2-dimensional ut

3
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at a given temporal frequeny shows a set of rings where eah one orresponds to a ridge

in the l � � diagram. These rings are shifted by the horizontal ow �eld in k

x

and k

y

. The

rings are �tted to measure these shifts (Bogart et al. 1995) and these inferred shifts are then

inverted to determine the horizontal veloity omponents.

We use the same tehnique as desribed by Haber et al. (2002) for their dense-pak

analysis of MDI Dynamis Program data. We analyze the data in `days' of 1664 minutes

whih means that onseutive day images are shifted by 15:25

o

in Carrington longitude. For

eah day, the full-disk Doppler images are divided into 189 overlapping regions overing the

solar disk within �60

o

in latitude and entral meridian distane (CMD) and eah region

overs a 16

o

� 16

o

domain in the transverse ylindrial projetion of the solar sphere around

the region enter. The enters of the regions are spaed by 7:5

o

ranging from �52:5

o

in

latitude and CMD. Eah of these regions is traked throughout the sequene of images

using the surfae rotation rate (Snodgrass 1984) appropriate for the enter of eah region

as traking rate, and remapped in latitude and longitude. The traking rate in terms of

linear veloity is of the form os(�) � (a

0

+ a

2

� sin

2

(�) + a

4

� sin

4

(�)) where � is the latitude.

Eah of the resulting image ubes has a size of 128� 128 pixels in the spatial diretions and

1664 pixels in the temporal diretion. The traked image ubes are apodized with a irular

funtion, reduing the e�etive size to 15

o

, before being Fourier transformed. The analysis

is desribed in detail in Corbard et al. (2003), and its implementation as the GONG ring-

diagram pipeline is desribed in Hill et al. (2003). For GONG data, simultaneous images

from di�erent sites are merged (Toner et al. 2003), and the time series of merged images is

analyzed. MDI and GONG data are proessed in the same way with the exeption of the

image-merge step.

In this way, we derive 189 pairs of zonal and meridional veloity at 52 grid points in

depth for eah 1664-min day. Sine the inversion grid points are not all independent and the

errors inrease rapidly at greater depth, we use 16 depths ranging from 0.6 to 15.8 Mm. We

ombine these daily ow maps to alulate synopti ow maps for eah depth. In merging

the various daily ow maps together, a weighting fator of osine CMD to the fourth power

is used, as in the low resolution maps of magneti ativity reated at NSO/Kitt Peak. For

a given Carrington longitude, 7 or 8 days an ontribute to a synopti map value at the

equator (depending on its even or odd position on the longitude grid) ompared to 3 or 4

days at 52:5

o

latitude. Together with the CMD weighting, the values at 52:5

o

latitude are

averaged over about 70% of the amount of data used for regions from the equator to 37:5

o

latitude.

In addition, we alulate a residual synopti ow map in order to fous on the ows

near ative regions. To remove the large-sale omponent from the ows, we subtrat a low-
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order polynomial �t in latitude of the longitudinal average of the ows. For the zonal ows,

we subtrat a �t of sine latitude to the fourth power to redue the e�et of the di�erene

between the di�erential rotation rate at a given depth and the surfae traking rate. We

also subtrat a linear trend to remove any north-south asymmetry that might be aused by

image distortion or a potential error in the p-angle estimate. For the meridional ows, we

remove a funtion in latitude that is zero at the equator and at the poles. We hoose the

derivatives in latitude of the �rst two even Legendre polynomials (�P

2

=�� and �P

4

=��) to

represent the average meridional ow.

From the daily ow maps, we alulate the divergene of the horizontal ow omponents

and the vertial vortiity omponent

div v =

�v

x

�x

+

�v

y

�y

(1)

vort v =

�v

y

�x

�

�v

x

�y

(2)

where v

x

is the zonal and v

y

is the meridional ow omponent. We use div v and vort v

to distinguish the omponents from the omplete divergene (r~v) and vortiity (r � ~v).

We then alulate synopti maps of these quantities in the same way as for the veloities.

In addition, we alulate the vertial gradients, �v

x

=�z and �v

y

=�z, of the horizontal ow

omponents and the orresponding synopti maps. All quantities are funtions of latitude,

longitude, and depth.

Using the ontinuity equation (representing mass onservation), we estimate the vertial

veloity omponent from the measured divergene of the horizontal ow (Sorer 1978; Holton

1979). The ontinuity equation an be written as follows

��

�t

+ r� � ~v + � � r~v = 0 (3)

where � is the density and ~v is the 3-dimensional veloity vetor. Sine eah data point

represents an average over 1664 minutes, we neglet the term of the temporal density u-

tuations. In addition, we assume that any horizontal density variations average out over

the area of a dense-pak path. The density is simply a funtion of radius. The ontinuity

equation an then be simpli�ed to

�v

z

�z

+

�

1

�

��

�z

�

v

z

+ div v = 0 (4)

where div v is the horizontal ow divergene (Equation 1). This equation has the following

solution:

v

z

(d) = �

1

�

Z

R

�

�d

R

�

� div v dz + v

�

�

�

�

(5)
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at a depth d where v

�

and �

�

are vertial veloity and density at the solar surfae R

�

.

To alulate the vertial veloity omponent, we use the density from a solar model by

Christensen-Dalsgaard et al. (1996) and use as boundary ondition that the vertial veloity

is zero at the surfae (v

�

= 0:0). (For future work, we will try to inlude surfae measure-

ments to hek the validity of the boundary ondition.) From the error in the divergene

measurements we estimate the error of the vertial veloity by repeating the alulation

after adding or subtrating the divergene error to the di�erential equation. To estimate

the numerial auray, we alulate �v

z

(d)=�z from the derived vertial veloity v

z

(d) and

alulate the left-hand-side of Equation 4. This residual value of the left-hand side an

be interpreted as the di�erene between the alulated gradient �v

z

(d)=�z and the gradi-

ent neessary to ful�ll the ontinuity equation. The solution is then aeptable as long as

the residual is smaller than the error of the alulated veloity gradient. We �nd that the

residual-to-error ratio is 0:01 � 0:02 on average for GONG data and 0:02 � 0:04 for MDI

data. We hoose the gradient for this quality hek and not the divergene or the veloity

itself beause the error of the observed divergene leads to the error in the vertial veloity

whih in turn leads to the error in the gradient.

For a weakly strati�ed atmosphere, the ontinuity equation an be further simpli�ed

and the vertial veloity is de�ned as

v

z

(d) = �

Z

R

�

�d

R

�

div v dz : (6)

In the next setion, we �nd that the divergene of the horizontal ow omponents is of

the order of 10

�7

s

�1

. The density gradient term, (1=�)(��=�z), is about 10

�7

m

�1

at a

depth of 15.8 Mm and inreases to 2 � 10

�6

m

�1

at a depth of 0.6 Mm near the surfae.

Multiplied by a vertial veloity of the order of 1 m s

�1

or less, this term is omparable to

the divergene and not negligible. However, we an use this estimate and its di�erene from

the value alulated using Equation 4 to judge the inuene of the density strati�ation on

the vertial veloity omponent.

The kineti heliity of a uid ow is the integrated salar produt of the veloity �eld,

~v, and the vortiity �eld, r� ~v (Mo�att & Tsinober 1992):

H =

Z

~v � r � ~v dV (7)

where ~v � r� ~v is alled the heliity density of the ow. The kineti heliity and its density

are pseudosalar quantities. If the vortiity is a stationary random quantity (for example,

homogeneous turbulene), one an de�ne the mean heliity

H = h~v � r � ~v i (8)
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where the angular brakets indiate either an ensemble average or a spae average. We an

estimate the mean heliity using the measured horizontal ow omponents and the vertial

omponent derived from the divergene of the horizontal ows. Sine the horizontal ow

omponents represent the average ow in a volume element de�ned by the horizontal size of

eah dense pak and the depth extent of the inversion kernels, the resulting salar produt

~v � r� ~v is already a `mean' quantity. The mean kineti heliity is dominated by the e�et

of the di�erential rotation. To emphasize the inuene of magneti ativity, we alulate it

from the residual veloities where the large-sale omponent of the ows has been removed.

The kineti heliity is the only quantity derived in this study where the separation of the

ow into an average and a residual omponent leads to two ross-terms between these ow

omponents in addition to the average and residual omponent.

3. Results

3.1. Synopti Flows

We derive daily ow maps of the horizontal ow omponents whih are then ombined

to synopti ow maps. Figure 1 shows two examples of synopti ow maps at 2 Mm and

7 Mm below the solar surfae derived from MDI data, superposed on a synopti map of

magneti ativity derived from GONG magnetograms. The ows at 2 Mm swirl around

the ative regions with strong zonal and meridional omponents. The ows at 7 Mm show

mainly a strong east-west trend; the rotation rate at this depth is faster than the surfae

traking rate. The error bars given for the depth values represent the widths of the inversion

kernels.

From these synopti ow maps, we alulate zonal and meridional ows averaged over

one Carrington rotation at di�erent depths ranging from 0.6 to 15.8 Mm. Figure 2 shows the

average zonal ow omponent derived from GONG and MDI data. To emphasize the hange

in the di�erential rotation with depth, we subtrat the onstant term of the low-order �t at

eah depth. This value inreases from {5 m s

�1

at 0.6 Mm to +40 m s

�1

at 15.8 Mm for

GONG data and from {8 m s

�1

to 33 m s

�1

for MDI data with a zero-rossing between 2

and 3 Mm. The inrease of the onstant term with inreasing depth reets the well-known

inrease of the rotation rate near the outer shear layer.

The zonal ows at high latitudes show a strong variation with depth. The sin

4

� term

hanges from 54 m s

�1

at 0.6 Mm to {48 m s

�1

at 15.8 Mm for GONG data and ranges from

36 m s

�1

at 0.6 Mm to {49 m s

�1

at 15.8 Mm for MDI data with a zero rossing between

6 and 7 Mm. This shows that the di�erential rotation pro�le hanges with depth and that
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its latitudinal dependene is inreasingly more \di�erential" with inreasing depth. The

MDI data show a north-south asymmetry whih might be aused by an insuÆient p-angle

orretion.

The panel showing zonal ows at a depth of 7.1 Mm inludes the zonal ow at r=0.99R

�

derived from a global rotation inversion (thik urve) of GONG data for the orresponding

time period. The loal method distinguishes between the hemispheres, while the global

analysis leads to a better resolution in latitude. The ows derived from the ring-diagram

analysis are similar to the one at r=0.99R

�

derived from a global rotation inversion (thik

urve) with faster ows near the equator and slower ows at mid-latitude, whih is the

signature of the so-alled torsional osillations.

Figure 3 shows the meridional ows at the same depths as in Figure 2. Positive/negative

values imply a ow in a northern/southern diretion. The meridional ows are mainly

poleward in eah hemisphere. Exeptions are the equatorward ow at high latitudes in the

northern hemisphere at depths of 7{12 Mm found in the MDI data and near the surfae in

the GONG data. GONG and MDI data lead to similar ows at other latitudes and depths.

The onstant terms of the low-order polynomial �ts range from {3 m s

�1

to {7 m s

�1

for

GONG and {4 m s

�1

to {8 m s

�1

for MDI data. The oeÆients of the even Legendre

derivatives are di�erent for GONG and MDI data as expeted from Figure 3. For GONG

data, the �P

2

=�� term is about {20 m s

�1

at depths greater than 3 Mm and approahes

0 m s

�1

near the surfae, while for MDI data it is about {25 m s

�1

near the surfae and

about {10 m s

�1

at depths below about 5 Mm. The oeÆients of �P

4

=�� range between

{30 m s

�1

and 0 m s

�1

reahing the smallest magnitude near 6 Mm for GONG and near

4 Mm for MDI data.

The ounter ell seen in the MDI data agrees with previous results by Haber et al.

(2002), but it is not seen in the GONG data. The reason for this di�erene might be that

the GONG observations have less high spatial frequeny overage than the MDI observations

(Howe et al. 2003) due to the inuene of the Earth's atmosphere. We attempted to orret

the GONG images with the observed MTF, as desribed in Toner et al. (2003). When the

image restoration is applied, the ounter ell at 7{12 Mm is present in the ows derived from

GONG data and the near-surfae ounter ow disappears. However, the urrent version of

image restoration introdues artifats in frequeny shifts and mode amplitudes. At the time

of this study we don't know the reason for these artifats and an thus not rule out that the

proedure introdues artifats in the ows as well. Therefore, we present in this study only

GONG results without image restoration applied.
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3.2. Divergene and Vertial Veloity

From the daily ow maps, we alulate daily maps of the divergene of the horizontal

ow omponents and ombine them to reate synopti maps. Figure 4 shows a synopti map

of the divergene of the horizontal ow omponents at 7 Mm (see Figure 1(b)) for MDI and

GONG as a funtion of latitude and Carrington longitude. The divergene maps derived

from MDI and GONG data are very similar with di�erenes ouring mainly at high latitudes

as expeted from di�erenes espeially in the meridional ow omponent (see Figure 3). The

equatorial region shows predominantly soure terms representing upows, while the region

near 20

o

latitude shows sink terms or downows assoiated with ative regions.

Figure 5 shows the longitudinal average of the divergene as a funtion of latitude and

depth. GONG and MDI show positive values (soure term) near the equator representing

upows and negative ones (sink term) near 20

o

latitude representing downows. As in the

synopti maps, the downows appear at loations of large magneti ux. At high latitudes

in the northern hemisphere, the ounter ow seen in MDI data results in large negative

values at depths greater than 6 Mm whih are not seen in GONG data. However, ows are

more diÆult to measure at high latitudes and, as a onsequene, the derived values are less

reliable. To emphasize the inuene of magneti ativity, we redue the e�et of large-sale

ows by �tting and removing a low-order polynomial in latitude (see Figures 2 and 3) and

alulate the divergene of the residual ows. The resulting divergene leads to the same

pattern but it is shifted toward more negative values.

With the ontinuity equation (Eq. 4) and the divergene values of the measured hor-

izontal ow omponents, we alulate the vertial veloity omponent for eah daily map

and ombine them to synopti maps. Figure 6 shows, as examples, the vertial veloity at

a depth of 7 and 13 Mm derived from GONG data where the large-sale omponent of the

ows has been removed. At a given depth, the vertial ow omponent shows upows and

downows at the same horizontal loations where soures and sinks are present in the orre-

sponding divergene map. Loations of strong magneti ativity are more likely assoiated

with downows at a depth of 7 Mm (top panel), while they show up- or downows with

a slight dominane of upows at greater depth (bottom panel). Downows are present at

medium ux levels near 20

o

latitude at all depths.

The MDI data lead to the same results. The orrelation between vertial veloities

derived from GONG and MDI data is 0:78 � 0:04 on average for depths up to 3 Mm and

0:48�0:10 for depths greater than 8 Mm. The redued orrelation at greater depth is due to

the presene of the ounter ell in the northern hemisphere in the MDI data. By exluding

latitudes poleward of 30

o

in the northern hemisphere, the orrelation nearly doubles to 0:80�

0:01 below 8 Mm. Even near the surfae, the orrelation inreases to 0:87� 0:05 indiating
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that the values at poleward latitudes are more unertain than values at equatorward ones.

Figure 7 shows the longitudinal average of the vertial veloity. It is qualitatively very

similar to the average divergene shown in the 3rd panel of Figure 5. However, the vertial

veloity shows large values at greater depth, while the divergene shows large values also

near the surfae. This di�erene is espeially notieable near the equator.

Figure 8 shows examples of the vertial veloity as a funtion of depth at four di�erent

latitude-longitude positions. Veloities derived from GONG and MDI data show the same

depth dependene but di�er quantitatively at depths greater than about 10 Mm. The four

ases are representative of the di�erent depth dependenes present in the data. For om-

parison, we inlude the vertial veloity omponent (dashed line) derived from MDI data

without inluding the density gradient term in the ontinuity equation (Equation 6). The

onsequene of negleting the density strati�ation is a vertial veloity that is qualitatively

similar but by a fator of two to three too large.

To explore the relationship between vertial veloity and magneti ux, we group the

data into ranges of di�erent magneti ux and alulate the average vertial veloity for a

given range of ux values. Figure 9 shows the average vertial veloity for loations with less

than the median ux, six times the median ux, and the range in between as a funtion of

depth averaged over all latitudes within �37:5

o

and all Carrington longitudes. Loations of

low magneti ux (dashed line) show upows on average, while loations of medium magneti

ativity (dotted line) show downows. Loations of very high ativity (solid line) show even

larger downows at depths less than about 8 Mm. The vertial veloity is antiorrelated

with the magneti ux with a orrelation oeÆient of �0:33 � 0:04 for GONG data and

�0:37� 0:04 for MDI data at depths less than 8 Mm.

However, at depths greater than about 10 Mm large upows our at some loations

with magneti ux greater than six times the median ux (see Figure 8) whih results in an

average upow in GONG data and a greatly redued downow in MDI data. The orrelation

oeÆient is +0.11 for GONG and {0.05 for MDI data at a depth of 15.8 Mm. This seems

to imply that the vertial ow an hange diretion at loations of strong ativity. But, at

the same loations, there is a surprisingly strong orrelation between the magneti ativity

and the error of the horizontal ow omponents. For MDI data, the average orrelation is

0:68�0:10 for high ativity data ompared to �0:09�0:09 for low and medium ativity. For

GONG data, the average orrelation is 0:48� 0:14 for high ativity data at depths greater

than 9 Mm and 0:12�0:09 loser to the surfae ompared to �0:25�0:08 for low and medium

ativity. This orrelation is most likely a side e�et of the redued power of the ring spetra

in the presene of strong magneti ux. The power is redued by about 20% to 30% (Howe

et al. 2003) whih amounts to a redued signal-to-noise ratio. The presene of magneti
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�elds an also distort the shape of the rings (Hill, Haber, & Zweibel 1996). For example,

it an hange the ontrast along outer rings and the radii of inner rings. While e�ets suh

as the varying ontrast along a ring are taken into aount in the �tting proedure, it is

possible that other distortions of the ring shape aused by magneti �elds ontribute to the

error orrelation. Therefore, it is possible that this reversal of the vertial ow at loations

of very high ativity is an artifat due to the large error orelation at greater depth and the

statistially small sample.

3.3. Vortiity and Kineti Heliity

From the daily ow maps, we also alulate daily maps of the vertial vortiity ompo-

nent and ombine them to synopti maps. Sine we fous on the relation between magneti

ativity and the horizontal ows, we use the residual ows after subtrating the large-sale

omponents to derive the vortiity omponent. Figure 10 shows, the synopti map of the

vertial vortiity omponent averaged over depth. The maps onstruted from GONG and

MDI data are again very similar; di�erenes our mainly at high latitudes. The orrela-

tion between vortiity values derived from GONG and MDI synopti maps for eah depth is

0:78�0:05 on average. It inreases to 0:89�0:35 when the orrelation is restrited to regions

equatorward of 45

o

latitude. As a pseudo-vetor, the vortiity hanges sign at the equator.

At loations of strong ativity there is a slight preferene for the vortiity to be positive in

the northern hemisphere and negative in the southern hemisphere. The orrelation between

magneti ux and vortiity is only 0:12 � 0:01 on average for all depths. To alulate the

orrelation, we hanged the sign of vortiity in the southern hemisphere. The orrelation

hanges to 0:17 � 0:01 at depths less than 3 Mm when the alulation is restrited to re-

gions equatorward of 45

o

latitude but remains at 0:11� 0:004 at depths greater than 8 Mm.

In the synopti maps, the orrelation between magneti ux and vortiity is muh smaller

in magnitude than the orresponding orrelation between ux and divergene or vertial

veloity.

As shown in Figure 11, the longitudinal average of the vertial vortiity omponent

derived fromMDI data shows hardly any variation with depth. Near 20

o

latitude the vortiity

is positive on average in the northern hemisphere and negative in the southern, while the

sign is reversed near 40

o

latitude. The orresponding plot of GONG data (not inluded)

shows the same behavior.

The vertial vortiity alulated from the average ow (inluding di�erential rotation) is

negative throughout the southern hemisphere and positive in the northern one at all depths

with values ranging from �1:1 � 10

�6

s

�1

to 1:0 � 10

�6

s

�1

. The vortiity of the mean
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ow is about one order of magnitude larger than the vortiity of the residual ow. In eah

hemisphere, its sign is the same as the one of the residual vortiity near 20

o

latitude. This

implies that the presene of magneti ativity leads to an exess vortiity of the same sign

as the one introdued by the rotation. The vortiity of opposite sign at high latitudes in

Figure 11 might then simply indiate that we need to remove an additional trend in latitude

to ompletely separate the vortiity into average and residual omponents.

Figure 12 shows a synopti map of the kineti heliity of the residual ow at a depth of

7 Mm derived from MDI data. The GONG data (not shown here) lead to a similar synopti

map. As throughout this study, di�erenes between GONG and MDI data our mainly

at high latitudes. Loations of strong ativity show large positive or negative values of

heliity. The unsigned heliity is orrelated with the unsigned magneti ux with an average

oeÆient of 0:28 � 0:03 for MDI and 0:24 � 0:05 for GONG data at depths greater than

2 Mm.

3.4. Vertial Gradients of Horizontal Flows

From global helioseismology, it is well-known that the rotation rate dereases from the

loation of the shear layer near 0:95R

�

toward the solar surfae. For this reason, we expet

the vertial gradient of rotation to be negative at depths observable with this study. As

seen in Figure 13, the vertial gradient of the zonal ow averaged over longitude shows

the expeted behavior at depths greater than 2 Mm. The negative gradient is stronger at

latitudes equatorward of about 25

o

than at higher latitudes. Within 2 Mm of the surfae at

latitudes poleward of about 20

o

the gradient reverses its sign indiating an inrease of the

rotation rate toward the surfae. The sign reversal of the gradient at high latitudes agrees

with previous observations (Basu, Antia, & Tripathy 1999; Corbard & Thompson 2002).

To study this sign reversal in more detail, we alulate synopti maps of the gradient

at di�erent depths. Figure 14 shows synopti maps of the vertial gradient of the zonal

ows averaged over three di�erent depth ranges. Near the surfae (top panel) loations

with positive gradient alternate with loations with negative gradient at a given latitude.

The positive gradient seen in the longitudinal average is a net result and does not reet

a uniform distribution. At greater depths (mid- and bottom pane), the vertial gradient

is predominantly negative. But, there are some loations at high latitudes that show a

positive gradient. The most surprising feature is that the vertial gradient appears to trak

the distribution of magneti ativity. The orrelation between magneti ux and vertial

gradient is on average �0:24 � 0:07 for MDI and �0:24 � 0:02 for GONG data over all

depths whih makes it signi�ant almost at the 99.9% level.
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Figure 15 shows the vertial gradient of the meridional ow averaged over Carrington

longitude derived from MDI data. We alulate this gradient from the absolute values to

ensure that it reets the hange in magnitude and not a hange in diretion. At depths

greater than about 7 Mm, the gradient is mainly negative exept near the equator and near

about 25

o

latitude in the northern hemisphere. Large negative gradients our near 20

o

�30

o

latitude. The large negative values at latitudes poleward of about 45

o

are due to the ounter

ell. Closer to the surfae, the gradient is mainly positive exept very lose to the surfae

near the equator and at high latitudes. The GONG data show a similar behavior with the

same lear distintion between near-surfae and deeper layers.

4. Summary and Disussion

Flow maps are the basi produt of a ring-diagram analysis. While they show the om-

plex behavior of the horizontal ows, other tools might be neessary to eventually quantify

the dynamis of the ows and their interation with magneti ativity. For this purpose, we

start exploring the use of uid dynamis desriptors. These desriptors involve, in general,

derivatives of the veloity �eld and not just the veloity itself. We show that we an derive

suh quantities from ow maps reated from MDI and GONG data.

We derive the vertial veloity omponent of the ow �eld by assuming mass onserva-

tion as stated in the ontinuity equation. This is an important step sine the ring-diagram

analysis so far measures only the horizontal ow omponents. It would be of great interest

if it would be possible to derive the vertial veloity diretly from the ring-diagram analysis.

We �nd that during the Carrington rotation analyzed in this study the vertial veloity is

antiorrelated with magneti ativity. Loations of weak magneti ux show mainly upows,

while loations of strong magneti ativity show downows. This agrees with Zhao & Koso-

vihev (2003a) who found downows near a sunspot from a time-distane analysis of MDI

data. We also �nd that the vertial veloity an hange diretion near a depth of about

8 Mm when the magneti ux is very strong. This might be an artifat introdued by error

orrelation, as disussed in x3.2. However, it is interesting that Zhao & Kosovihev (2003a)

�nd a similar reversal of the vertial ow in their time-distane analysis of a sunspot.

The small-sale omponent of the vertial vortiity shows a orrelation with magneti

ux. The presene of magneti ativity leads to an exess vortiity of the same sign as

the one introdued by the di�erential rotation. The small-sale omponent of heliity is

large at loations of strong magneti ativity. This agrees with Zhao & Kosovihev (2003b)

who found that the residual vortiity peaks in the ativity belts and is of opposite sign in

eah hemisphere from a time-distane analysis of MDI data. Sine magneti ativity ours
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mainly between 10

o

and 20

o

latitude in the analyzed time period, this result agrees also

with the latitudinal distribution of heliity derived from sunspot observations by Pevtsov,

Can�eld, & Metalf (1995) who used magnetograms overing a muh longer time period

from 1988 to 1994. We will study the mean kineti heliity in greater detail when we have

more than one Carrington rotation analyzed.

The vertial gradient of the zonal ow shows, as expeted, that the rotation rate de-

reases with inreasing radius near the solar surfae. We also on�rm the sign reversal near

the surfae at high latitudes previously observed by Basu, Antia, & Tripathy (1999) and

Corbard & Thompson (2002). To our surprise, we �nd that the negative gradient is stronger

at loations of large magneti ux. The vertial gradient of the absolute value of the merid-

ional ow is mainly negative at depths greater than about 7 Mm and mainly positive loser

to the surfae.

The results shown in this paper are promising but they should not be overinterpreted

sine the observations over only one Carrington rotation. From this limited sample, we an-

not distinguish whether a result is due to ow dynamis or magneti ativity. For example,

the orrelation between magneti ux and the vertial gradient of the zonal ow ould just

be a oinidene. The latitudinal distribution of the gradient ould be time-independent,

and we happen to observe during a phase of the solar yle when magneti ativity is present

at low latitudes. The similarity of the results derived from GONG and MDI data gives some

on�dene in the results sine the two di�erent data sets have di�erent systematis. But,

both data sets were analyzed with the same ring-diagram pipeline and the GONG pipeline

is still being improved. Systemati e�ets aused by the analysis pipeline would be present

in either data set.

As a next step, we intend to analyze data overing a range of ativity levels in order

to distinguish between the e�et of ow dynamis and magneti ativity. For this purpose,

we plan to analyze more MDI Dynamis Program data whih over the solar yle from the

previous minimum to the urrent maximum and delining phase. When the GONG data

taken with the upgraded system beome available, we will have a ontinuous data set to

analyze overing July 2001 to the present.
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Fig. 1.| Top: Synopti ow map at 2 Mm below the solar surfae derived from MDI

Dynamis data, superposed on synopti magneti data derived from GONG magnetograms.

Bottom: The same for 7 Mm below the solar surfae.
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Fig. 2.| The zonal omponent of the ows averaged in longitude over Carrington rotation

CR 1988 (GONG data: square symbols; MDI data: star symbols) at several depths (0.6,

1.2, 2.0, 4.4, 7.1, 10.2, 13.1, 15.8 Mm). The surfae rotation rate (traking rate) has been

subtrated. The low-order polynomial �ts are inluded for omparison (GONG data: dashed

line; MDI data: dotted line). The �tted equatorial value has been subtrated. The thik

urve in the panel at depth 7.1 Mm represents the zonal ow at 0:99R

�

derived from a global

rotation inversion.
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Fig. 3.| Same as Figure 2 for the meridional ow omponent.
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Fig. 4.| Top: The divergene of the horizontal ow omponents at a depth of 7 Mm derived

from GONG data. The ontour lines indiate the magneti ux (5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 120,

160 G). Bottom: The same for MDI data.
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Fig. 5.| The divergene of the horizontal ow omponents averaged over Carrington rota-

tion CR 1988 as a funtion of latitude and depth. Top: Surfae magneti ux as a funtion

of latitude (solid line) and averaged over 15

o

(dotted urve). Seond: Flow divergene de-

rived from GONG data. The dotted line indiates the zero ontour. The dots indiate the

depth-latitude grid. Third: Flow divergene derived from GONG data after removing the

low-order polynomial �t. Bottom: Same as third panel for MDI data.
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Fig. 6.| Top: The vertial veloity at a depth of 7.1 Mm derived from GONG data with

low-order polynomial �t removed. The ontour lines indiate the magneti ux (5, 10, 20,

40, 60, 80, 120, 160 G). Bottom: The same at a depth of 13.1 Mm.
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Fig. 7.| The vertial veloity omponent averaged over Carrington rotation CR 1988 as a

funtion of latitude and depth. Top: Surfae magneti ux as a funtion of latitude (solid

line) and averaged over 15

o

(dotted urve). Bottom: Vertial veloity derived from GONG

data after removing the low-order polynomial �t. The dotted line indiates the zero ontour.

The dots indiate the depth-latitude grid.
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Fig. 8.| The vertial veloity as a funtion of depth at four di�erent positions in latitude

and longitude (GONG data: square symbols; MDI data: star symbols). The low-order

polynomial �t was removed. The dashed line indiates the vertial veloity derived from

MDI data without inluding the density gradient.
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Fig. 9.| The vertial veloity averaged over three di�erent ranges of surfae magneti ux

(dashed line: less than median ux of 8.9 G; dotted line: between one and six times the

median ux; solid line: greater than six times the median ux) for all longitudes and �37:5

o

latitude for both data sets (GONG data: squares; MDI data: stars).
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Fig. 10.| Same as Figure 4 for the vertial vortiity omponent averaged over all depths

(Top: GONG data, Bottom: MDI data.
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Fig. 11.| Same as Figure 7 for the vertial vortiity omponent derived from MDI data

after removing a low-order polynomial �t.
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Fig. 12.| The kineti heliity at a depth of 7 Mm derived from MDI data. The ontour

lines indiate the magneti ux (5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 120, 160 G).
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Fig. 13.| Same as Figure 11 for the vertial gradient of the zonal ow derived from GONG

data.
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Fig. 14.| The gradient of zonal ows averaged over three depth ranges derived from GONG

data. The ontour lines indiate the magneti ux (5, 10, 20, 40, 60, 80, 120, 160 G). Top:

0.6{2.0 Mm; Middle: 2.0{7.1 Mm; Bottom: 7.1{15.8 Mm.
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Fig. 15.| Same as Figure 11 for the vertial gradient of the absolute value of the meridional

ow derived from MDI data.


